• interview •

Tony Apodaca & Flip Phillips
An informal chat with two of Pixar's old hands

nimation is
associated with life;
surprising, since the word
originates from the Latin
cl1lil1lare, meaning "to
life to"
on the
other hand, are
cold, lifeless, or inhuman.
As a consequence, when the twain
met, many thought that the result would
be animation, but cold and lifeless. And,
for the most part, the sceptics were right.
Early experiments with computer animation were, for the most part, aesthetically
pleasing, sometimes even stunning; and
while they provided the most dynamic
and precise tilts, pans, and zooms,
lacked the life of even the simplest of
characters animated by hand in the
earliest part of the century. The epitome
of this style was the Hying logo: in the
mid-1980s, it was hard to flip channels
without coming across at least one of
these shiny, chrome corporate IDs that
were striking the first time, pleasing the
second, and downright boring the third.
And then along came Pixar-sort of.
The computer animation division of
Lucasfilm which eventually became Pixar
was headed up by ex-Disney animator
John Lasseter. His mandate was to apply
tradition animation techniques-squash,
stretch, anticipation-to computer animation production. This manifested
itself in 1984's Andre £llld WIlily H, a
wholly computer-animated short that
featured two characters who looked,
moved, and actl"<.l as
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Tony Apodaca: Once upon a time,

little town

a

claim to fame.

oops, wrong story.

,\1 Y na me is
and I vvork at
PixaL '\fy offiCial title is Director
neering, which means that I'm middle
manager whose
functions include
projects ahcad
schedule and
and the ever
All of Pixar's enduscr
fall under my auspices,
including the low-end PC and .'vfac
cations like
and
well as the
products such as
Render\!a;l
,"\fj\j\.Wl'-U,

If

.\tfy unofficial title is Chief \rchitect of

Rencier\cfall, I,\hlch means that
I

fJ'-ll

In 1993, seven of us won an
/\ ward for "the
images
used in motion pictures from 3D computer
of
and appearance." .'vfine sits on the bookshelf in my
office, a knickknack that not many engineers will ever have.
Over the years, I've also done quite a bit
of work on "the other side of the fence"
in Pixar's ,\nimation Department. I
worked on Red's Dmllfl, Tin
and
Knickkllack, and on a few commercials
here and there. \Cfy involvement in Animation has
technical

,'~j"Ull

both part
Pixar since its
and both have worked in
malleable world of the artist with the
co 111via Internet e-mail
between June 1994 and
had
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Sometimes, just for
fun, I lurk on the Internet,
at the
who claim that
/llTL1Ssic Park was done on an
that the Listerine commercials were
a little old lady in Texas on a PC
(using 3D Studio no less~).
And last, but not at all least, I'm good
friends with the single most influential
person to ever work in computer animation-Flip Phillips ...
Flip Phillips: You've been talking to my
dad again, haven't you Tony? For years
he had that copy of Animatioll ;v[aS£lzillc
we were on the cover of in the back seat
of his car. I think he was stopping random people on the street and showing it
to them ... Perhaps in Portsmouth, Ohio
I am the single most influential person
to ever work in computer animation,
thanks to him ... sadly, he hasn't had a
chance to visit the remainder of the
Earth to convince the rest of the world ...
I got my start at the Computer Graphics
Research Group here at The Ohio State
ni'uPI'<:itv (they like for us to point out
the 'The' in the university's name, as if
there is another 'Ohio State
If there were, I guess we'd be 'An Ohio
State
instead).
we
had a pretty unique group back then
(this is around 1983) since we were able
combine scientists and
more SCientific artists
ancl 111()re artistic scientists. (f(inda
sOlmds like it could be a
or someChuck Csuri, one of the real
forefathers of the computer art thing,
was my mentoL I guess I came out a
'scientific artist/ ... not
a pure animator or artist, but also not an engineer
either. I think it is a
mix.

the
commercials and on the film
Kllickkll,U.:k.
\1y wife

was a little

are characters under the
that
pretty fun. It
under there, balls of cat

"Keep chanting to
yourself, 'The
computer is only a
tool, the computer is
only a tool.'"
hair and such. We ended lip using the
characters on our wedding invitations,
d()T1e on a letterpress from the 1800's. We
did a lot of fun experimentation back
then, 3D, lenticular images, etc. You
couldn't ask for a more fun place to
work, both
and task-Wise.
I left the group in 1992 to get my Ph.D.
here at OSC where I'm in the psychology

department studying vision and aesthetWe use a lot of computer graphics
here for visual simulations and experiments so now r get to use it as a tool
rather than as a job.

unique
glorious sun-shiny
collaboration, pnJ'-".''''HF, a really good
set of tools to work with.
I have drawn animation experience but
I was only a user of the system. But I feel
like if you are a programmer/engineer it's
part and parcel of the job to be quite
conversant, if not an expert, with the
'process' you are trying to 'engineer'. You
might be able to make a system that
animates happy-big-eyed-massive-pupil
characters based on your blood pressure
or foot muscle tlexions ... that in itself
would be amazing. But yould probably
have quite a time getting drawn or stop
motion folks to use it... it'd be a quite
novelty though ... might sell well back in
Marin.

You kind of get into this revolution vs.
evolution thing, though. Maybe toe
twiddling is the ultimate way to animate
and we just don/t know it yet. It's not
rnuch fun just 'implementing' old ideas
on a computer (well, for most people it
isn't). Some evolution has to come of it
O[ else it is a pretty boring effort. But to
make that evolution or perhaps that rare
revolution it!s probably not a bad idea to
stand on the shoulders of giants (or other
really
things), know a little about
how Frank and Ollie did it... [Fmnk
nlOlllc15 ,md Ollie /011115to11, two of Dislley s
'e,gendaT}' Nine Old ;'vie1l. -Ed.]
f

\fore
I've done a little work on
the side for a company
just fin ished
Bowie
ROM. We've got a few more in the works
now, I think it a rather cool new medium.

So IlOw does olle progralll
tlnimatiol1? How mudl
know?

After got my BFA and
for d year
CGRG, I left Columbus for Pixar back

the

FP: I'll
(iting J little bit of

first

summary! 11m a big 'as much as
can krlO\AvrJ kind persall. If'n yef an
animator it
can't hurt much to
learn about how a computer works. It
isn't
but it can!t hurt. Same
goes for the engineering crowd with
respect to animation. The end result is
that both groups are able to converse in
some mishmash of a cOl11mon IU1'}',L •• G}','-.
To be
animator' you
have
'animator'. 'Animator'
is the key word there, not computer.

After Jbout
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who
and try to
make animators out
At Pixar,
we take animators and give them COI11Animation is an art,
typing is a skill. You are born with the
to animate, and in
in the
world have all spent time experimenting
with lots of different media-sketches,
painted eels, stop-mo, clay-and computers are just another medium. Hey, we
just had a puppeteer give a talk here, and
most of the animators in the company
had experimented with that, too!
One example: I just saw a demo reel from
a small CG software company. It was
really sad. It was clear that the reel was
mostly a few programmers using their
system, and while these things might be
the most exciting animations those
programmers ever personally did, they
were so bad. You wanted to say, "Hey,
my 3-year old can animate better than
that!" And then on the reel there was
one really good-looking piece, and if you
immediately thought "Professional Animator", you were right.
\Vhen I say "a lot of companies out

is
and understands the details of computer
and research.
in

"There are lot of
companies out there
who take computersavvy people, and try
to make animators
out of them.tt
cut-throat market, it is a cool thing to
advertise "Inverse Kinematics. But what
who just graduated from art
:"Jow, let me
one thing, because
Flip and r both glossed over this because
it is second-nature to us. The Animation
System at Pixar is not for animators. And

animator animates. The animation system
said) is organized to let the
animator work "in animation terms,"
without knowing anything about what
weird relational database tricks or stateof-the-art CG research was done to provide that model. They go back and forth,
the animator asking for certain extra
"features", the TD proViding the best he
can with the technology at his disposal.
This diVision of labor gives each person
the task that they are good at without
burdening them with something they are
not good at (and perhaps not interested
in). Oh, sure, over time you do learn
some of that stuff by osmosis, but you
don't need to in order to do your job
well.
So, you ask about engineering. As Flip
mentioned, on any computer engineering project, be it aircraft flight controls,
or supermarket inventory management,
or computer graphics animation, you
cannot be a good engineer unless you
listen to your customer, understand his
wants and needs, and provide a system
which addresses his problem without
burdening him with a bunch of your
problems. Oh no, the Sybase Database
can't handle more than 10,000 different
UPC codes? Too bad, not his problem.
You can't very well tell the supermarket
to stop carrying more than 5 different
mouthwashes. You have to solve your
own technical difficulties
And so it is in CG. If you are an engineer
here,
address the needs
animator without burdening him with the
limitations of the computer, or forcing
him to learn a lot of computer arcana
which is supert1uous to his task. This
means that you need to learn a lot about
how animation is done, even if you are
not very
at it yourself. You learn
about what animators enjoy and want to
do themselves, what they think is boring
and would rather have handled automathow
were trained to use their
traditional tools and what
they
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· And

will .... rr'<lv>h!"

And I can guarantee,
never write any shell
rOll have watched CG £111inwtioll
(1
to a X£l;lilliOlJr~d()li(1T
l-Ve've had T2, Black or White,
mId Jurassic Park remind
pUl1/iC
that computer animation mea1ls more them
llltmcllrome firing
Some people tlzitlk the next plwse of evolLttiOlI is CG actors replacing live olles. Others
think it just means special effects will get all
tile more Sopllisticated, so tI,e sllspension

disbelief ill, say, tile
raised a /lotch.

Hew

Star Wars will be

Having watched things progress from the
"inside", where do YOli tllink CG will go
from here?
TA: CG has turned into a "gazillion-dollar industry" for exactly one reason:
there are now two classes of visual effects
for which executing the effect on a computer is more cost-effective compared to
doing it any other way.

The first, most "mundane", and by tIn
the largest class, is image composition.
Computers are now able to scan images,
digitally manipulate them in reasonably
simple ways (warp, paint out imperfections, composite) and output them back
to film more cost-effectively than the old
hand-paining, rotoscoping and optical
compositing. The fact that the digital
manipulations are in some ways "cooler"
than the optical manipulations is incidental. The speed of mid-1990's computers and quality of mid-1990's CCD cameras (the guts of modern scanners) have
finally crossed the cost curve of old-fashioned manipulations. Note that for really
simple manipulations (say, just a
this is
straight-up blue-screen
i1()t
true, IJut the effects hOtlSes are
going 100% digital anyway because it
will be soon.
The second class is extremely fanciful
lafl!e-~;ca:te fully-articulated creatures, e.g.
the water-weenies, T-I000s, and dinosaurs. These are only cost-effective on a
computer because the other
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So, when you ask, "What's next for
CG?", you
have to consider what's
still
expensive for a movie-maker.
Honestly, I think that modelling everyhumans is a
long way off.
Despite the fact that a couple of my
friends have been quoted as
it'll
in less than 5 years, and even
assuming that modelling and rendering

"The time of 'glitz

value' for (6 is way
over."
a realistic-looking human was already
demonstrated to be possible (which it
most categorically has not!), I still say
look at the economics. Human actors are
plentiful and cheap. Only really bigname stars make enough money to even
worry abollt, and you can't very well
replace t!Jem with a synthoid, because
they are the definition of box-office
draw.
As you know, at Pixar, we are working on
a fully computer~generated full-length
animated feature film. We are doing this
because we believe that computer animation is now cost-effective relative to cel
animation. Or at least, nearly so. There
are several other companies who have
come to this same conclusion, either
independently or perhaps spurred
belief. Again, this is only true for
higtl
5ttlff, because it is
inexpensive to put together animation if
to accept Saturday mornyou are
ing quality stuff.
My
is that the tnle
"next frontier" for CG is (don't
pyro. Trtle Ues has tens of millions of
dollars of I'v"I'''',,,n
veh ieles, etc These shots a fe
ela nand one-shot-at-it affairs. It
""'''';11\11' to get these effects
computer, but once it is, I'm Sllre we'll
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FP:
I wasn't aware that that
pyro
I have to say, if
there's one thing that
production
has done, strangely
is that it has
my
to some of the other
stuff going
out there. Seems that
when I was mainly doing production I
was always caught up in whatever it was
that we were doing, hell, [ didn't have
time to worry about other people's stuff... when a friend of mine
showed me some of the footage in Jumssic that was CG my only reply was that
of the proverbial deer in the headlights.
(I have first hand experience with this
phenomenon, by the way, but that's for
me and my insurance company to deal
with ... )
I think Tony hit it right on the head
with the price/performance distinction.
One has to think rationally, and the time
of 'glitz value' for CG is way over. In fact,
back in the early '80s people were doing
drawn animation so it would look like
CG, since it was cheaper to do the drawn
stuff and the 'glitz' of CG was 'in'. Go
figure ...

We see a lot of 'technology speak' that
goes this way: 'photorealism' (to quote a
friend and former Pixar colleague/photographer par excellence,
Good, "If
you want photorealism, use a camera."),
'virtual reality' (Virtual
now we're getting into this 'synthetic
actor'
It is an
viable. As long as De:\iro or some
actor
willing to sit in a
chair for 12 hours having makeup apsee humans, they're

Of a little more interest

and the
whole 'dead
a little bit of trouble with this. I

guess I'm not too keell on the idea that

1000
my death I could be
animated for commercial like: I'm not
alive anymore, but if were alive, I'd use
animation software!"
with a
now dead, me.
W have
said, ilOK,

I need to remember
talk to my lawyer
about getting that into my will.

guess it's interesting now, but I doubt
that we'll see much of it in the future.
Faddish ... now, the tecJmolo::;ry that went
to making that stuff possible is really
where the big win will come from. Computer graphics/animation is a little like
that, we come up with a cool way to
enhance satellite
so that we can
drop bombs more accurately, and we
apply it to cleaning up scratched old
movie prints ... MyoId mentor Chuck
Csuri pointed out that, in the early days
of the Computer Graphics Research
Group, we had to take on government
defence oriented grants so we could
afford to make art. We'd always steal
stuff from those projects, image processing for medical images became a way to
make interesting painterly effects with
cold sterile images ...
As for where it's going, it'll probably go
in split directions, the glitzy stuff will be
around at a high price, just 'because it's
CG' and the economical stuff will pay
the bills. I think the Pixar film will get a
lot of press for being all CG. ['II guess
that the attention to that fact will be a
bit misguided, since no doubt the story
and quality of the animation will be so
high. But people in general are really tied
up in the 'toys' with an almost geek-like
faSCination. Hopefully people will see
past the shine of the method and look at
the product.

Are YOli gllYs workil1g

011

anything right

flOW?

Tin Toy's Tinny tries to decide whether to save his life or to comfort his nemesis. © 1988 Pixar

some type of assistance in exploring the
rather substantial solution space of design problems.
I also have been doing a little work on

will not be able to until next year (after
the film is actually released). However, I
will guarantee that the computer graphics and computer animation community
will absolutely Hip over this film. Not

"Computer graphics/animation is a little like that,
we come up with a cool way to enhance satellite
pictures so that we can drop bombs more
accurately, and we apply it to cleaning up
scratched old movie prints ... "
the side for Ion, a second generation
spin-off from Pixar. We did the new
David Bowie CD-ROM, along with Brian
Eno's and the Residents. We're pushing
hard to create the next generation of
music album. CD-ROM is an interesting
delivery medium. Right now it's rather
platform-specific but new tools and
emerging standards might change that in
the future. r don't thipk it will go the
way of the proprietary video game mar-

only are the images themselves totally
beautiful, but the story is really exciting
and ftmny. This is not gonna be a repeat
of Troll. This is, of course, what Pixar
specializes in: writing very compelling
stories with real believable characters,
and bringing them to life using the medium of computer graphics .•

ket.

FP: A little ... like I said earlier, I'm curmy Ph.D. in
psychology, doing vision research. Surprisingly, computer graphics and visual
psychophysics have quite a bit in common. This has obviously come in handy.
I'm also
some aesthetics research
as welL I have some fun systems that I
have been
to use to measure and
rnodel aesthetic preference. Fun stuff. It
would be nice if it could be integrated
into
software, perhaps to

TA: As YOll no doubt know, Pixar is currently
the world's first fully
computer-animated and computer-rendered full
motion picture. The
title is
and it stars the
Tom Hanks, Tim Allen and several other
famous and
It will
distributed
Pictures, and
will be out for in time for Christmas. We
cannot talk much about the details of
how it is
and
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A Selected Pixar Filmography
Highlights from Pixar's Short Cartoons
by Harry McCracken
The Adventures of Andre and Wally B.
(1984)

is

Directed by AI"" Ray Smit/,. Scene
design: William Reeves ..4nimatioll:
'ol,n Lasseter.
The first Pixar cartoon--directed
computer graphiCS pioneer
Ray Smith
and animated by Lasseter-is the only
one that is (at least eleven years down the
road) more
as an experiment
than as entertainment. The story is simand a bug-like little
ple: a bee
creature (Andre) engage in brief combat
in a forest setting. The two critters are
animated in a rubber-hose style that's
reminiscent of 1930s Disney; while
they're well done, they remain impressive
pieces of computer graphiCS more than
living creatures. One ends up admiring
the technical accomplishments-the
motion blur in the characters' movements and the realism of the forest-at
least as much as the story and characters.

Luxo Jr. (1986)

Writtell and directed by /01" .. Lasseter. Tecl"rical director: William
Reeve,5. Procedural a,dmatioll: Eben
Ostby.
The breakthrough. This tale of a playful
child and cautious parent who happen to
be desk lamps completely avoids the
problems computer animation had been
with rather unsuccessfully until
that point-the difficulties of modeling
and putting into motion a human-like
form, dealing with stretch and squash,
and so forth. That two characters without
heads, arms, or legs are expressive,
instantly-identifiable personalities would
be a reI11arkable

new to computer
overexposure to them.

Red's Dream (1987)

Written and directed by loin, Lasseter. T ecl"dcal direction: Eben
Ostby, Willia,n Reeves, H.B. Siegel
This melancholy tale of a unicycle who
dreams of circus stardom has a star even
less minimally eqUipped by nature to be
an actor than Lu.x.o fr.'s desk lamps, and
yet who has at least as much personality.
(You've never seen a human being juggle
wi th as much feeling as the cycle puts
into bouncing balls off his seat/head.)
The film also features some of Pixar's
most photorealistic rendering, particularly in the opening bicycle-shop scene,
and the clown who figures in "Red's"
dream is a (not-terribly-satisfying) precursor of Till Toy's baby.
If this cartoon has attracted relatively
little attention among the Pixar cartoons,
it's probably because it's a low-key, genuinely bittersweet film, and an
example of the Pixar artists' range.
11111-'1,-• .)J1

Tin Toy (1988)

Directed and anbnated by 10lnl Lasseter. Tecl"dcal direction: William
Reeves, Ellen O,5tby. Additional animation: Reeves, Ostby, Craig Good.
Oscar-win-

a

matter what the medium this film was
made in. (It has been remarked that LlI.xo
fro might well have been done in stopmotion animation; given its utterly convincing
look, that might be
true in a strictly economical sense. But
the intent, of course, was to push the

the Wind-up
with mixed
is Lasseter's
results, to entertain him.
most elaborate film, and one of his most
entertaining (though perhaps not as
delightfully self-contained as some of the

fps number seven
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terrific crebelievable
human characters done in computer
so far,
tin
is
still a much more multi-dimensional
character-his
smile may be the most
beguiling bit of animation in any of Lasseter's fiims.
Tin
audio is as much a part of its
success as the visuals: the use of sound
effects creates
portion of the
film's atmosphere. tThere is no dialogue
and not much mUSiC, and the film doesn't suffer for lack of eitheL)

Knickknack (1989)

Pbar allbnatio" production group:
101," Lasseter, Ebell Ostby, Craig
Good, Flip Pldllips, Tony Apodaca,
Willia,n Reeves, Ralpl, Guggenlteim,
Don COllway, Yael Milo, Deidre
Wann.
Kllickknack is Lasseter's cartooniest cartoon, a film which eschews strict photorealism in favor of a pastel look that goes
well with the Bobby McFerrin soundtrack.
The plot is a Tex Avery-like series of gags
built around a little snowman's attempt
to break free of his tacky paperweight
home to join the other knickknacks residing on the other side of the shelf that
holds them; the expression that covers
the snowman's face before each attempt
is worthy of Chuck Jones. Comparing the
snowman to Andre and ""Vally Bo's Andre is
indicative of the tremendous distance
Lasseter and the other Pixar artists took
their craft in just five years.
It takes a second, dispassionate viewing
to appreciate the film's technical excelthe physics at work as
lence,
the snOVvnlan IUll1befS about in his \rvaterfillL"<.i dome, kicking up clouds of artificial
snow. (The film exists in both a stereoform and a more widely-seen twodimensional format; the 3-D version is
worth
out for its
use
of the form.)
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